
The client

Leisurewear, founded in 1997 is a Manchester based, owner 
managed SME business involved in the supply of children’s 
clothing, from birth to 13 years.

They sell their Minoti children’s clothing range to over  
60 countries, with several retail stores in the UK and globally 
through strategic partnerships. All their ranges are designed  
by their in-house design team based at their headquarters  
in Manchester, with manufacturing out-sourced overseas. 

Minoti are committed to ensuring that their manufacturing  
of all their products is performed in compliance with the  
highest legal and ethical standards of social responsibility.

They have an ambitious growth strategy, with a wide global 
footprint and some of their more exotic markets including  
Libya, Venezuela and Russia. With their strategy of having  
200 stores worldwide by 2020, Minoti is an emerging 
multinational organisation. 

The challenge

The business’ recent investment in brand and product 
enhancements has led to high demand for their products globally, 
including several key interests in new strategic partnerships.

Using UK Export Finance to support the  
expansion of Leisurewear International Ltd.

The provision of the UKEF Working Capital 
Scheme has allowed Leisurewear International 
to grow the design and product range to cover 
multiple geographies previously not possible. 
This has opened numerous new doors in new 
and existing countries. 



As of today, there are 6 strategic partnerships across countries 
including the USA, Colombia, Venezuela, Poland and Ukraine.

In addition to these franchised retail outlets, Minoti’s clothing  
is sold across the world, in over 60 countries, via their own online 
website and via other retailers.

The business trade cycle is very lengthy (up to 150 days); with  
their suppliers (based in China, Pakistan, India and Bangladesh) 
requiring payment when goods are shipped, and funds paid  
by their customers when goods are delivered. Some of their 
customers request payment terms to help their own working 
capital requirements. 

In addition to this, some of the countries where their customers  
are based means that typical bank funding, such as Confidential 
Invoice Discounting, is not suitable due to the more complex  
and heightened regulatory and political risks involved. This  
meant that funding was not available to support growth for 
business in some country locations, which was restricting  
cash-flow and/or prohibiting the business from progressing  
some sales opportunities. 

This lengthy trade cycle, coupled with the increased demand  
and wide global footprint has meant further funding was required  
to help fund the growth.

The solution 

Barclays already provided a number of solutions to Leisurewear  
to help fund their trading cycle (Trade Finance and Confidential 
Invoice Discounting) and mitigate payment risks (Import/Export 
collections, Letters of credit and bank guarantees). 

Barclays did not want the business to lose out on genuine sales 
opportunities, however understood the limitations of standard  
bank funding capabilities. Barclays has a very strong working 
relationship with UK Export Finance, a government body set up 
 to ensure that no viable export opportunity is lost due to lack 
of finance or insurance (https://www.gov.uk/government/

organisations/uk-export-finance/about). Barclays had identified  
the added value that was possible and introduced the business  
to UKEF.

Through the provision of the UKEF Working Capital Scheme, Barclays 
was able to provide Leisurewear with additional funding. This facility 
is used to fund the end-to-end trade cycle of Minoti’s customers 
based in countries that are limited under the existing facility suite.

This provided additional finance to Leisurewear, which helped  
fund the additional growth and progress opportunities with clients 
in more exotic country locations.

The achievements 

1.  The first UKEF and Barclays deal completed within the retail and 
wholesale sector. 

2.  The first Barclays EWCS with volume export orders/contracts. 
These solutions are often utilised by manufacturers for one-off 
large orders, but the increased flexibility of the schemes will 
make them more accessible in the future.

3.  The second ever UKEF backed Export Working Capital Scheme 
(EWCS) Trade Loan to support the export growth strategy  
of Leisurewear International. 

The outcome

•  Forecasting 50% YOY growth for financial year 18, with  
a projected turnover increase from 12.5M to £20M in 2018

•  Been able to increase the product range from 700 to 1200 SKUs

•  6 new strategic partnerships under discussion

•  5 new UK employees/retention of staff

•  Further confidence in progressing sales opportunities.
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Without the UKEF facility, Leisurewear  
would not have been able to do this  
and would have had to turn down sales  
and brand opportunities.

The new MINOTI offering gives the brand  
a strong identity in product variation, quality 
and price and is now being recognised and 
asked for around the world.
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